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A new crystal growth device, in which a high static external electric voltage (up to 14 kV) is added to a floating zone method, is described. Our first experiments show that the application of such an electric field acts like an external force, introducing a pressure effect which is in direct competition with temperature in the solid/liquid thermodynamic equilibrium. High electric fields could therefore be an additional parameter in crystal growth, opening original routes to the synthesis of new materials.

1. Introduction

Availability of high quality single crystals is essential for the study of intrinsic anisotropic physical properties of compounds. Crystal growth is conditioned by many parameters that involve complex thermodynamic and kinetic laws. The key to success, in crystal growth, consists in reaching an optimal thermodynamic equilibrium between the liquid phase (molten zone) and the solid phase (seed crystal). Among the various crystal growth techniques, the optical floating zone method was clearly shown in recent years to be a powerful one in a wide range of applications and for the study of both single crystal growth parameters and phase diagrams. The principle of this technique avoids using any crucible, therefore preventing possible chemical reaction between melt and crucible material. This method also allows the use of a traveling solvent procedure necessary to grow incongruently melting materials and also solid solutions with uniform compositions [1]. Besides, the technique allows also to modulate the thermal gradient at the solid–liquid interface by modifying the geometry and the nature of the heating lamps used, the growth speed and the system chemistry (composition of the feed rod, composition of the solvent, when used, and gas flow); it is also possible in such a technique to modulate the partial pressure of the gas surrounding the molten zone. Previous studies have reported that this last parameter is able to convert incongruent-melting into congruent-melting [1,2]. The Gibbs free energy of the system can be consequently written with an additional term PV, in the form:

\[ G = U - TS + PV. \]  \( \text{(1)} \)

In other words, a congruent-melting state is observed if the chemical potential of the liquid phase becomes equal to the solid one; thus, application of gas pressure moves boundaries in solid–liquid phase diagrams by competing with thermal energy [3].

Interestingly, an electric field can also act on thermodynamic laws and on the solid/liquid interface during a growth process. Earlier studies have also shown that it is possible to modulate the morphology [4,5] and the microstructure [6,7] of a crystal by applying an electric current or an external electric field during growth. They both can affect the nucleation process [8–11], but also the partitioning of ions inside the molten zone during growth [4,12,13]. On one hand, crystallization under an electric current has been widely investigated but mostly on conductive materials showing that besides the change in chemical potentials induced by the electric current, several other phenomena occur during the growth process [10]. Butler and Volmer [14] showed that charge transfer phenomenon inducing nucleation can be ruled by the overvoltage. Moreover, it has been shown that the flow of an electric current can substantially alter the supercooling of the melt.
by Peltier thermoelectric cooling [15] or, at the contrary, by Joule heating [15–17], therefore modifying the driving force of the crystal growth. Finally, Lorenz force [16,17] caused by an electric current pulse or electromigration [15] induced by a current field could convert an incongruent-melting one. Indeed, by developing the example, such a high electric field can noticeably modify the phase diagram between the chemical potentials of solid and liquid phases [18–20]. In a system made of a high-temperature conductive oxide melt, Uda et al. have shown that most of the applied external electric potential is consumed in the electric double layer (EDL) which is presumably generated at the interface between the melt surface and the atmosphere, or at the boundary between melt and crystal embryos [20]. A huge electric field is expected to form at these boundaries; the authors have demonstrated that an electric field as high as $10^5$–$10^6$ V/cm can be generated at the EDL during crystal growth of langasite (La$_3$Ga$_5$SiO$_{14}$) when applying an external electric field of 600 V/cm [20]. As an example, such a high field could convert an incongruent-melting state into a congruent-melting one. Indeed, by developing the chemical potential expression $\eta_j$ (for the species $j$ in the L phase), they deduced the general expression:

$$\eta_j = \eta_j^0 + k T \ln \left( \gamma_j C_j^L \right) + z_j^L eV + \frac{\partial}{\partial C_j^L} \left[ \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{e_j E^2}{e_j} + m_j H^2 + \frac{1}{c_j} \sigma^2 + \ldots \right) \right]$$

where, for the $j$th species in the liquid phase, $\gamma_j^L$ is the activity coefficient, $C_j^L$ its concentration, $z_j^L$ the valence of the ion, $e$ the elementary charge, $V$ the local potential and $e_j$, $m_j$ and $c_j$ are respectively the dielectric permittivity, the magnetic permeability and the elastic compliance of the liquid phase.

A similar expression can be derived for the solid state by changing $L$ for $S$. Eqs. (2) and (3) highlight the fact that a gas pressure ($P$, $\sigma$), an electric field ($E$, $V$) but also a magnetic field $H$, compete with temperature $T$ in the equilibrium occurring during crystal growth. Since dielectric permittivity $\varepsilon$, magnetic permeability $m$ and elastic compliance $c_i$ ($i=5$ or $L$) are different in the liquid and solid phases, we understand how, during crystal growth, external parameters such as $E$, $H$ and $\sigma$ can act on the chemical potentials $\eta_j$ and $\eta_j^L$; consequently shifting equilibrium between phases towards higher or lower temperatures, altering the fractions of solid and liquid in the liquid phase, and finally converting incongruent into congruent melting behavior of the material.

In this paper we report the development of a prototype device for floating-zone growth under an intense static electric field. The device enables realization of a high electrical tension, up to the breakdown voltage, between two electrodes spaced by 2.5 cm. To our knowledge, this is the first time that a crystal growth device involving an external electric field has been associated with a mirror furnace. Besides, this set-up allows, for the first time, to study the impact of high electric field on a centimeter-size liquid–solid interface, and test previous predictions (see Eq. (3)), and micro-scale observation [18]. This development is an additional example of the great progress made since the development of the first vertical floating zone furnace in the early fifties [21].

2. Experimental details

We tested our new device on the growth of crystals of BaCo$_2$V$_2$O$_8$, a compound displaying a relatively low and congruent melting temperature (1020 °C). Lejay et al. have already reported growth of such a compound in an ordinary image furnace [22]. BaCo$_2$V$_2$O$_8$ was prepared by solid-state reaction: reagent powders of BaCO$_3$, Co$_3$O$_4$ and V$_2$O$_5$ were weighed and mixed in stoichiometric proportions. The mixed and ground powders were pressed (2500 bars) and placed in an alumina boat and heated at 900 °C for 72 h. Phase purity was checked by X-ray diffraction. The obtained samples were then crushed and shaped into cylindrical rods of 5 mm diameter. The rods were sintered at 900 °C during 24 h. Crystal growth was conducted under air at a growth rate of 3 mm/h with a counter-rotation rate of 20 rpm. Electric field was applied through a high voltage generator (Spellman SL10, 10 kW).

The external electric field device used was developed to be compatible with the geometry of an NEC SC-N15 HD optical furnace (Fig. 1a) equipped with two lamps of 1500 W nominal power each, a sealed quartz enclosure allowing gas pressure up to 10 bars and a camera monitoring to follow progress of the growth. It is based on a lower alumina support and two pierced alumina shafts attached to the support with cement. The metallic wires used to carry the voltage are placed along the inside of the alumina shafts to protect them from the heat and to avoid any

![Fig. 1. (a) Experimental set-up (2 mirrors optical furnace equipped with a high electric field supply). (b) Simulation of electric field at melted zone interfaces (arb. units).](image)
leakage current. Tips of the wires are brought both sides near the fusion zone (about 1 cm on both sides). Connections with the generator are made at the other end of the wires outside the mirrors’ block. In order to confirm that the electric field was indeed applied through the liquid–solid interfaces during growth, simulations were carried out, taking into account the geometry used (electrode—solid–liquid interface—molten zone—liquid–solid interface—electrode). Simulations were carried out with a Comsol Multiphysics software assuming steady-state conditions. Consol is a finite element software processing numerical calculations by solving differential equations with boundary conditions. We conducted simulations in electrostatic conditions. The 3D geometry used to simulate the conditions inside the mirror furnace is a series of cylinders with different dielectric permittivities, modeling the feed rod–molten zone–crystal set-up. Results show that for an applied voltage of 10 kV, the electric field strength in the liquid zone varies from 300 to 700 V/cm (Fig. 1b). However, one must note that due to the intrinsic anisotropy of the device, the electric field strength at the crystallization interface is even more heterogeneous, with field values varying from 20 to 700 V/cm. This last point should be improved in future experiments. Nevertheless, the present set-up allowed us already to observe remarkable effects of field application on the solid–liquid equilibrium, presented below. The observed effects were then compared to those seen under pressure and both were analyzed in terms of temperature dependence.

3. Results

The first effect observed when applying the electric field during crystal growth was a partial solidification of the molten zone (Fig. 2). After having stabilized the growth parameters (i.e. achieving a constant temperature through applying a constant lamps power $P=1185$ W, and a constant growth speed) and after growing 2 cm of material, we applied an increasing DC bias. At zero-field conditions, two distinct regions $S$ (solid) and $L$ (liquid) are separated by a clearly defined and plane interface (Fig. 2a, solid line). When increasing the electric tension, the solidification appeared more significant and the situation becomes more complex with the appearance of liquid and solid coexisting regions ($L+S$). At constant power of lamps (i.e. constant temperature), we observe the route $L\leftarrow(L+S)\rightarrow S$, with an increasing amount of solid in the molten zone: upon increasing the applied voltage from 0 to 12 kV at constant lamp power (1185 W) the volume of the liquid zone decreases gradually, showing that an external electric field has a real impact on the molten zone (Fig. 2(a)−(b)→(c)→(d)). By analyzing the camera pictures taken (selection and calculation of area through a commercial picture software), we have plotted $L/(S+L)$ versus the voltage applied (Fig. 3); for each applied voltage, volume fractions of liquid and solid were calculated from the 2D pictures assuming a cylindrical shape for the feed rood and the liquid zone and ratio between solid and liquid was established. To confirm the accuracy of this method based on picture analysis, experimental ratio between solid and liquid under 9.5 kV voltage was established and compared to that obtained by analyzing the corresponding picture. To do so, picture of the material was taken under 9.5 kV voltage just before quenching the material. The two different parts $L$ and $(L+S)$ of the quenched material were isolated and weighed to establish the ratio between solid and liquid (open triangle on Fig. 3). This ratio was then compared to the one obtained by analysis of the taken picture leading to a good agreement between the two (less than 5% error). Therefore, the same method was employed to evaluate the effect of pressure and lamps power on the $L\leftrightarrow S$ equilibrium: crystal growth was performed at constant temperature and

![Fig. 2](image2.png) Photographs, taken by a camera monitoring, of the growth profile, for increasing applied voltage (BaCo2V2O8). (a)−(d) Decreasing of the melting zone under increasing applied voltage, at constant power (i.e. temperature). (d)−(e) Reentrance of a common liquid–solid equilibrium under applied voltage, by increasing power of lamp (i.e. temperature).

![Fig. 3](image3.png) Evolution of the melting zone, through the ratio $L/(S+L)$, as a function of the applied voltage and oxygen pressure (BaCo2V2O8). Liquid ($L$) and solid ($S$) parts were determined by analyzing the camera pictures of the melting zone (see Fig. 2).
increasing pressure; by analyzing the taken pictures, we have plotted $L/(S + L)$ versus the pressure which was applied. Finally, the two external parameters electric tension and gas pressure can be compared in term of stability of liquid–solid equilibrium.

Results show that below about 4 kV, almost no reduction of the molten zone size occurs. However, for higher values of the electric tension, there is a spectacular reduction of the molten zone. We believe that this critical value of the field is directly dependent on the material considered (i.e. its $\varepsilon_L$ and $\varepsilon_S$, and the difference between them). Below this threshold value, the electric field contribution term $\partial (\partial C^{L}_{i,j} (1/2) \varepsilon^{L}_{i,j} F^2)$ to the chemical potential (Eq. (3)) can be neglected in comparison to the other.

This phenomenon is reversible: if the DC bias is switched off, the melting zone gets back to its original shape. Likewise, as we can see on pictures (d) and (e) of Fig. 2, when a high field is applied and when the molten zone size is reduced, the temperature needs to be increased to return to a common equilibrium ($L \rightarrow S$). In the case of BaCo$_2$V$_2$O$_8$ it is sufficient to increase the power of the lamps from 1185 to 1210 W in order to obtain the volume of the initial molten zone (a). This phenomenon is analogous to the effect of pressure on solid–liquid phase equilibrium. Indeed, by increasing gas pressure on our material and using the image treatment previously described, we were able to establish a correlation between the amount of liquid in the molten zone and the applied pressure (Fig. 3). Our results show that under 3 bars of oxygen pressure, only 55% of the initial molten zone remains. Interestingly, a correlation of the results obtained under external electric voltage and under gas pressure can be done. As an example, at a constant value of the lamps power (i.e. temperature), an electric tension of $\sim 5.5$ kV has an effect similar to that of $\sim 2.5$ bars of gas pressure, by lowering the liquid ratio in the molten zone to around 0.8 (see eyes guidelines in Fig. 3). These results prove the competition between the thermal energy terms and the electric field terms in the expression of the chemical potential suggested by Uda et al. [15] in Eq. (3). Therefore, the same way gas pressure is considered important in crystal growth from the melt, application of an external electric field should be considered as an instrumental growth parameter.

Besides, Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX, SEM) spectroscopy experiments were carried out on the quenched material. Whatever regions were analyzed ($L$, $L \rightarrow S$, $S$ (crystal)), pure and single phase BaCo$_2$V$_2$O$_8$ was always observed, indicating that no decomposition due to electric field should be considered to account for the occurrence of the solid fraction in the molten zone. In the light of these observations and also in agreement with the equivability between $E$ and $T$ described above, neither an incongruency nor a possible electrochemical decomposition of the material could be retained to explain the formation of solid part embedded in the liquid, since solid and liquid have the same chemical composition. We assume that the observed solid formation phenomenon is due to some ‘cooling effect’ caused by the electric field. In other words, it appears that the melting temperature $T_m$ increases under application of an electric field. These results are consistent with previous observations by Uda et al. [19] and Simura et al. [18] who showed that the thermodynamic equilibrium between two phases which have different dielectric permittivities can be perturbed by an electric field, leading to a modification of the melting temperature. Based on Koopjapayh’s work on the modeling of temperature at different lamps power [23], we have estimated that the application of a 12 kV voltage or of 2 bars of oxygen pressure correspond to a temperature reduction of about 25 °C. Establishing the dependence of $T_m$ on $E$ is a future experimental challenge which will help understanding the underlying physics.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, a new mirror furnace crystal growth device using a static external electric field has been designed. A significant modification of the melting temperature and a strong change in the separation between liquid and solid states during growth have been evidenced upon application of an electric field. This study seems to reveal the existence of a critical field of about 4 kV, for the compound studied here, a value below which the electric field does not alter the melting temperature. And it indeed highlights the fact that, above this value, electric field is a pertinent parameter, which competes with temperature. In that sense, and considering in addition that an electric field can also modify nucleation, and also probably crystalline orientation during growth [24] and even partitioning of ions, we think that crystal growth under electric field is a new way to access new bulk materials, in particular oxides.
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